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Monica Wang: a movie star and Tai Chi beauty
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Born in An Hui, China, Monica Wang (aka Wang Yin) has always been outstanding among her peers. At

5’7”, she is tall compared to the average Chinese woman’s 5’. At age 5, Monica was chosen to perform

on stage. She was selected to study at An Hui Huang Mei Opera Academy and became a famous

Huang Mei Opera star because of her natural beauty and stunning voice.
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At age 17, Monica was admitted to the most prestigious and selective Central Academy of Drama in

Beijing, where internationally renowned movie stars Gong Li (Red Sorghum, Farewell My Concubine,

Curse of the Golden Flower, and Miami Vice with Jamie Foxx and Colin Farrell) and Zhang Ziyi (The

Road Home, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Rush Hour 2, and House of Flying Daggers) and many

others were educated.

Besides acting, Wang Yin also took voice and dance lessons. During a movie shooting, Wang had a

taste of Chinese Kung Fu and was fascinated by it. Later, she got to know famous coach Wu Bin, who

was the Hollywood superstar Jet Li’s teacher. Coach Wu agreed to train her and she considers herself

very fortunate. She studies Long Fist and weapons for a few years. She also studies Li Family Style Tai

Chi from Wu.

Last year, Monica won gold medals in Long Fist and Sword in Hong Kong International Wushu Opens.

Recently, she participated in the 4th Tiger Claw Kung Fu Champions in San Jose, California and won a

gold medal for a Tai Chi form.

She was voted as Miss An Hui. She also outperformed 49 other talented beauties in the 2011 National

Miss Hospitality Pageant sponsored by the Tourist Association with her look, talents and knowledge on

environmental protection. The judges praised her for her gorgeous look with a traditional Chinese

virtue.

Wang also won the 3rd place in a talent show sponsored by the Central TV Station similar to America’s

Got Talent last year.
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� Master Feng Xiuqian on Tai Chi

� Sifu Chang Wuan-Wen has no time for aging

� Tai Chi in outer space

She co-hosted the Kung Fu Magazine 20th Anniversary Kung Fu Tai Chi Gala Banquet with Coach

Chris Pei in San Jose, California. She charmed the audience with her gentle persona and magnificent

looks. She also appeared on the Kung Fu Tai Chi Day to demonstrate her Tai Chi Fan (see the video on

the left hand side).

Monica has not played a major role in a movie yet. But with her talent, amicable personality and great

martial art skills, she might soon be the next Jet Li.

Subscribe to this column to get reviews, recaps, and latest news regarding Tai Chi, Qigong, health and

martial arts sent directly to your inbox. If you enjoyed this article please click the social media links

above and to the left to share it with your friends. You can also subscribe to my page on Facebook

here. You can also follow me on Twitter.
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